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**BLOCK**  Inhibiting HIV transcription

**LOCK**  Keeping the virus blocked without therapy

**EXCISE**  Inactivating proviral DNA in the genome

*Using epigenomic and genomic approaches to permanently inactivate HIV*
HOPE  Accelerating HIV’s natural path to an endogenous retrovirus
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RF1: Define HIV silencing by targeting host and viral factors
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Goal 1
Identify host regulators of HIV proviral silencing

Goal 2
Learn from endogenous retroviruses how to silence HIV

Goal 3
Define role of Tat in HIV silencing

Goal 4
Characterize -omics of HIV silencing

RF1 Hypothesis:
HIV transcription and chromatin structure offer unique targets for silencing
CRISPRi efficiently blocks HIV transcription
**RF2: Develop next-generation HIV silencing approaches**
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RF2 Hypothesis:
Viral rebound is suppressed with silencing-promoting agents (SPA) after ART is stopped

Goal 1
Determine *in vivo effects* of candidate SPAs

Goal 2
Develop **novel SPAs**

Goal 3
Apply **sequence-specific** SPAs *in vivo*

**Screen single dose**
Tat-TAR toxicity assays

**Confirmation single dose**

**Dose response**

**Counterscreen TNF-α Assay**

- 579,443 small molecules
- 1024 hits
- 30 hits
- 5 leads
Tat inhibitors silence HIV transcription

Towards an HIV Cure IAS
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RF3: Disable the HIV provirus by targeted genome engineering
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**RF3 Hypothesis:**

*In vivo* delivery of genome-engineering therapeutics permanently inactivates HIV without genotoxicity

---

**Goal 1**

Develop **double strand break-free** genome engineering method

---

**Goal 2**

Establish *in vivo delivery* platforms

- Virus-like-particles (VLP)
- PLGA nanoparticles (PLGA-NP)
- Protein/Peptide conjugates
In vivo delivery of $\alpha$CD7 VLPs targets CD4 T cells in mice
Teaching-learning model 'through the arts' and 'with the arts’ to understand complex HIV CURE research concepts and for researchers to better understand what it is like living with the infection.
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A fundamentally different “block-lock-excite” approach to cure HIV/AIDS

Follow us on @HOPEforHIVcure